RAZOR
flexibility in the workplace
WHAT DOES “RAZOR SYSTEM” MEAN?
Our Razor System, formerly known as our Thin Base option, gets its name from its sleek, sharp edges. With its square connectors, flush base and razor-sharp design, this system is the future of modern offices.

SHARP, CUTTING EDGE DESIGN
Our sleek Razor System creates a modern designer look at value pricing. Enjoy the flexibility of Razor Tile and Razor Panel options. Combine these options with desking, accessories, storage and seating to create a chic, complete office design. The flush base and square connectors give an upscale design while maintaining a tight budget.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Interested to see which products and programs are available with our Razor System? See below to find out!

PROGRAM OPTIONS
Available with All New Signature Grade 1 and Grade 2

SPECIFICATION OPTIONS
Razor Tile Panels
Razor Panels
Razor Modular Walls

NOTE: The Razor System is NOT compatible with our standard OPS2 Tile or Panel Systems
Create a designer look at a budget price with our revolutionary Razor Tiles.

Our Razor Tiles give you the flexibility to create your desired business setting of today and affordably adapt to modern office furniture trends.

Do you prefer to have more than tiles in your system? Our Razor Tiles are designed to be fully compatible with our Razor Panels.

**MID POWER OPTION**

We also offer the addition of mid power tile panels. This gives more flexibility for electronics and data in your work station. The mid power option has four outlets, one USB port and one data/phone jack.
RAZOR PANELS W/ DESKING

Gain more options and flexibility in the workplace by combining our Razor Panel and Desking Systems.

With the variety of low storage offerings paired with overhead choices, this system provides excellent functionality along with being aesthetically pleasing.

DETAILS

CONNECTORS & BASE

POWER DETAILS

With our Razor System, we utilize Version 1 Power and Thin Receptacles.

POWER

• Version 1 with thin receptacles
• Still part of All New Signature Grade 1 and Grade 2 Programs

FESTOONS (NOT SHOWN)

Three different types of festoons needed:

• 13" Festoons: For 12"W Monolithic Powered Razor Panels
• 19" Festoons: For Panel to Panel
• 22" Festoons: For Two Way Connectors
• 23" Festoons: For Three or Four Way Connectors